
April 9 2015 Strike Committee Meeting Minutes 

Present: Caitlyn, Robbie, Stephi, Melissa, Isabelle 
Minutes: Caitlyn 

UQAM 
Trial postponed to end of semester; UQAM refuses to give hint to decision 
Huge protests at UQAM; barricades 
 
Decided to go on strike on Monday; wrote a letter as to why continuing 
strike; had demonstrations in support of the expelled nine yesterday; large 
turnout including professors; the profs wouldn’t recognize the rector 
anymore; division between administration and professors; press 
conference this morning where profs and students condemned the 
administration 
 
Yesterday big demonstration in the afternoon, 30-50 police, arrested 22 
people; moved protest from outside to inside of school 
 
There’s no clear line of action. If they get an okay and the police 
suddenly deem it illegal, we have no clear way of complying with the law. 
That in itself shows the police want to have control over what’s going on, 
but you have huge loopholes where you take advantage of your power 
instead of trying to implement a specific law. 
 
CSU motion re: UQAM 9 and injunctions (FB): 

Whereas political targeting is taking place at UQAM against student 
leaders upholding mandates given to them through their 
memberships.  

Whereas the Education Minister Francois Blais has already called 
upon university administrators to expel “two to three students” per 
day in an attempt to instrumentalize universities in a conflict that 
exist between society and government policy, not between society 
and universities. 

Whereas Blais has referred to students as children.  

Whereas we recognize that the heavy-handed and paternalistic 
approach of the government in the face of student democracy will 
only exacerbate conflicts, as we have seen in 2012.  



Whereas this context reveals the logic of repression that has filled 
the walls of UQAM. 

Whereas success at UQAM, on the part of the administration, 
represents a superlative threat to student leaders that are 
upholding, and will uphold, democratic mandates of their 
respective associations at all universities in Quebec, including 
Concordia.  

Whereas the judicialization of political questions, including the use 
of targeted expulsions against key and well-respected student 
leaders, and injunctions in lieu of democratic votes, represent 
perversions of student democracy.  

Whereas, according to the Quebec Superior court regarding the 
recent Laurent Proulx ruling, (as paraphrased by the Link) 
“associations and assemblies preserve pluralism and ensure student 
representation in political debates.” 

Whereas the Quebec Superior court upheld the right for student 
associations to represent their membership directly, thus 
empowering students to uphold democratically-derived mandates. 

Whereas many of our own members have put themselves similarly 
on the line, in comparison to the UQAM 9, while upholding the 
mandates of associations that have been derived democratically.  

BIRT the CSU takes a position against the political expulsions of 
students at UQAM, as well as any comparable actions taken 
against student leaders at any other Cegep or University. 

BIFRT the CSU take a position against using judicial means to solve 
political questions. Specifically, that the CSU take a position against 
the use of injunctions to forcefully end strikes in the place of local 
democratic votes. 

Open letter/messaging 
Use examples of police invading universities where students died etc. 
(1970 Greece) – how do you draw the line? 
 
We need very concrete anchoring points to say anything. Otherwise we 
sound unprofessional/inaccurate. 
 



Website – contact other grad associations re: collaboration, compile links 
to coverage, links to statements from other associations. 
 
Vast divergence in coverage of protests (social media/student media vs. 
CBC etc). 
 
Administration and police collaborating (UQAM); intimidation tactics 
leading to escalation of protests and strikes; education minister Blais 
recommended expulsion of 2-3 students per day [source]. 
 
The university is in a difficult spot because legally they’re obligated to 
provide courses for people who’ve paid, so they can’t just let the 
protestors/strikers prevent people from attending classes if they want to. 
 
However, the reasons for calling in police also paternalistic. It’s strike-
breaking and authoritarian. 
 
It’s encouraging that the professors intervened at UQAM. 
 
When they entered the building last night it was on the orders of the 
administration [source]. 
 
Police: You’re dealing with students. What do students have as weapons? 
 
Some people allegedly had crowbars and hammers in their bags, 
according to police. Teargassed building; bags left; beer bottles etc. 
 
Get the letter in a final form to be sent out/posted ASAP. We’ll review the 
draft, then post it to the Eng Grads Facebook, then distribute it by 
Monday at the latest. 
 
What’s UQAM’s statement? AFESH… General Assembly voted to continue 
strike.  
 
What’s the administration’s statement/position on this? 
 
Ideology of universities in Western society: creation of ideas; freedom of 
expression à by threatening students who want to express their ideas, 
you’re going against what universities stand for. 
 
The position of students who are getting a degree who are already in a 
lower income bracket going into a world where all our benefits are being 
cut, public services are being cut, never going to be able to retire, jobs 
switching to contract, all this stuff… Teachers’ salaries going down. 



Other tasks 
QPIRG Concordia has our backs for workshops on activism etc, research 
on their website about this stuff. Jaggi? 
 

1. Work on mobilization for protests. Students will feel much safer if 
going as a group. Provide resources re: kettling and tear gas. 
Banner/sign-making together. Possibly coordinate with CASE etc? 

2. Creative something with Fine Arts, we write and they make the art, 
put it in a space… reach out to Fine Arts and Film… QPIRG? 
Whalebone Collective? 

3. Launch for Hive book April 22 ~7:30 pm 
4. Long-term: plan fundraisers for strike fund (bail, food, rent, etc) 

 
How were funds dealt with in 2012? Losing financial aid, deferring 
semesters, etc? At Concordia it was treated as if you were skipping class. 
Some people just had to drop out. 2012 university put pressure on profs re: 
attendance and participation.  
 
Tuition’s lower but TAs get paid less, too.  
 
TAs at McGill will go on strike and picket on April 16 [source]. 
 
***Make FB group 
 

Protests, events and mobilization 
• Saturday Climate Change Quebec City April 11 [link] 
• Hive book launch April 22 [link] 
• Anti-capitalism May 1 

 

Task list 
• Robbie drafting letter (noon tomorrow) 

o FB group go over draft 24 hours 
o Post to Eng Grad FB group Sunday 
o Post on website/distribute Monday 

• Isabelle contacting Fine Arts 
• Robbie contacting Philosophy, Jaggi, Soci/Anthro 
• Caitlyn making FB group 
• Mobilization – FB group specifically for English department protest 

mobilization? Contact CASE? 



• ~25-26th Meet with other departments (CASE, SoPhiA, AGSGA, Fine 
Arts, History, Education, Geography) 


